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"All the news that's. print to fit"

Three To Go

Trip To Cost sl,950
Vol. 26, No. 6
Chairman Dennis Brandt, and
newly-elected Speaker Pro-Tem,
Stephen Tauten.
Funding for the three will come
out of the Lecture Note Program,
and the total cost of the trip will be
$1950. The cost breaks down to
$650 per person.
Rules Suspended
To get the motion into the agen- ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - da, the legislators suspended the

by Jeff Lorello
Associate Editor
At a meeting that saw the
new legislators seated, the AS
Legislature Monday, voted to send
three students to the Student Lega1
Rights Convention in New York, the
weekend of Nov. 10.
The three students elected were,
AS President Pat Hayes, SUBOC

rules at the urging of Stephen
Taufen, who indicated the time element involved made the issue
. urgent.
After the legislators voted to
send three students, discussion
centered on who should go and how
to select. Legislator Dave Breidenbach suggested Hayes should go,
along with a legislator and a student
at large.
Tom Hampson, administrative
assistant, declared just those people involved with similar activities
should be permitted to go. Hayes
said if they were appointments then
he should select as indicated in the
constitution.
Another idea thrown out
suggested the student body be
questioned as to who they wanted
sent if time permitted. Easterner
staff writer Kevin Kennedy

,

AYAKO UCf:ilYMA, A NATIVE JAPANESE, will present a dance
program at 8:15 p.m. Nov. 5 using authentic costuming,
original choreographies, and music accompaniment especially
recorded in Japan in Showalter Hall Auditorium. She will also
give a lecture-slide presentation at 1 p.m. in Kennedy Library
Auditorium. She lived among the aborigines of Japan to learn
their language, customs, songs and dance for which she won
the Hokkaido cultural prize. (PHOTO: Contributed\

suggested the press would have an
obvious place at the convention.
Written Ballot
It was decided to open the floor
to nominations which turned out to
be Stephen Taufen, Pat Hayes, Vic
Pestrin, Dennis Brandt, Tom Hampson, Jim Green and Lyle Grambo.
In written ballots, Pestrin, Green
and Grambo were eliminated while
Hayes won, and Brandt, Taufen and
Hampson were tied. In the ensuing
vote Hampson was eliminated.
Nisker Elected
Gary Nisker, Speaker Pro-Tern,
was nominated as Speaker and won
unopposed. Former Speaker Mary
Broadous and legislator Jim Green
called the proceedings unfair to the
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new legislators, but President
Hayes declared the constitution
states a new speaker is to be
elected at the sixth meeting.
In the election of Speaker ProTem, Stephen Tauten defeated
John Sanchez 8-4.
Committee Reports
The Finance Committee reported
discussion on the Student Legal
Ri ghts Commission and
recommended action be taken,
which it was, and the Legislative
Review Committee reported discussion on the Normal Degree
Progress rule .

.,

Jim Green, committee member
indicated the general feeling wa~
the_ rule was important in requiring
legislators to maintain 10 hours per
quarter while they are seated. But
he also i11dicated fault with the rule
that requires candidates to have 24
hours for two quarters prior to filing.

..
The Student Welfare Committee
report stated that they met with
Business Manager Russ Hartman
and discussed possible alternatives
for the bookstore.
Appointments
Slacking off on appointments this
week, the legislature approved
Michael Goldt and Robert Blekicki
to the Associa ted Students
Contemporary Issues Board, Gwendolyn Jean Keith to the StudentFacuity Relation Committee, Kurt
Smithpeters to the Political Action
Committee, and Karen Pruitt to the
Student Activities Review Board.

In other matters the Legislature
took these actions:
-Citing conflict of interests,
passed a proposal saying no·~
/egislator may hold a paid position.
- Passed an act saying the position of Coffee House Manager be
appointed by the AS President.
-Passed two bills stating all appointments to the Political Action
Committee and the Associated
Students Contemporary Issues
Board be done by the AS president.

.~

MA, HE'S MAKING EYES AT ME! This is Helga -SpecKer's first encount~r- with a Jack O'Lantern. As she gets over the initial shock! tne
promise of trick or treats on Halloween night makes her forget the ghoulies, ghasties, and leg-legged beasties (PHOTO: Rich Roddy)
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easterner
editorial
Go Get 'Em New Leg's

by Jeff Lorello
Associate Editor
It has been the practice of The EASTERNER to point out flaws regarding
the legislature, but also commend them on worthwhile legislation.
In _this issue we wo~ld like to express a few thoughts on Monday's
meeting so the new legislators can get off on the right foot.
It is evident the old legislators want the new ones to do as they say and
not as they do as shown by the approval of Kurt Smithpeters, who was not
present, to the Political Action Committee.
Afte_r the appointment, Stephen Tauten indicated to the new legislators
the policy has been not to appoint persons not present. Figure tlilat one out.
Th~ new legislators had some valid comments on the organization of the
meeting. If they feel strongly about this they should make rules requiring
themselves to be prepared. Proposals that take ten minutes to word verbally should 0e written in .advance, thus s~v.ing time amd temJ!)ers.
. Finance, Legislative Re_view, ana Student Weltare committee reports
g1~e~ verbally at the meetings allow no time for thought or digestion. Submitting ~hese reports in writing, in advance, alleviates that problem.
A policy statement regarding funds for campus clubs and organizations
should be put forth immediately. Week after week clubs come before the
le~islature requesting funds for activities. The legislature knows the groups
will be turned down, but they still send the request to the Finance Committee.,
A case in point is the Rodeo Club's request for funds. It has been on the
agenda twice and been postponed both times. An unwritten policy statement is "no AS funds for campus clubs." We wish someone would inform
the rodeo club.
Changes in the Normal Degree Progress rule, as discussed would do
away with the little credibility the legislature now has. Some criteria has to
be stated for the ascension to office. Maintaining 10 hours per quarter as a
seated legislator, and having 24 hours the two quarters prior to filing is not
too much to ask.

Watch Your Bag
By Jim 'Elliott
Sports Editor
The full moon will be out tonight and through the brittle fall leaves will
dance the kiddies seeking their evening trick or treats. For the young at
h~art at Eastern, don't ring the AS Legislature's bell. They not only have
tricked and treated themselves again from the students but have outright
stolen the damn bag.
Student government saw fit last Monday to welcome the Great Pumpkin
from New York as she beckoned to Eastern's women and men on the Hill to
send the "most qualified" people to represent Eastern at the Student Legal
Rights Convention in New York on the weekend of November 10.
With all the cunning and speed of a dead slug the Legislators donned
their masks, opened their greedy treat bags, and showered the Great
Pumpkin with accolades like, "this could bring unlimited benefits to both the
students and the school " in hopes the magic treat would be dropped on
them.
Apprehension swept the hallowed ch~mbers when it was realized that individual chances were slim with only two being considered to make the
great flight.
But this was no problem for our magnificent women and men of the AS
Flying Machine. They could send three since this would ensure "better communications" with students and provide the capability to "collect all the information."
Beneath those harlequin masks some frowns were forming as the motion to send three was about to be voted on. "Would someone dare to
suggest that the question should be reconsidered and perhaps the
recommendation should be to send four, or five, or... ?"
But np, the Great Pumpkin was impatient and with their marsks slipping
over thier eyes the motion was passed.
So now the AS legislators have treated themselves to a critical convention in New York from out of the students' bag. Students may now do their
own treating this Halloween night without the worry of being tricked. You
have just coughed up $1950 for travelling costs plus incidentals for all
three treaters to go. Better watch your bags!!
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Letters to the Editor

solemn -faced young man announced without explanation,
"Write-in votes will not be '
accepted.'' This is certainly odd,
Dear Editor,
After reading The EASTERNER thought 1,,for they were accepted in
these last few weeks, I must say I last week s A.S. electi9n,
am quite impressed. Last year I
I proceeded to the voting booth,
didn't even bother to pick it up after a~d glancing over the list of cana few issues · I found nothing of in- d1dates, I found a conspicuous deleterest and certainly nothing con- tion. Jack Harrison's name was not
troversial. This year there seems to on the ballet.
be an attempt to present ideas,
0 foulest of foul! 0 slander against
events, and issues to the reader in equal rights! 0 cruel , cruel
an informing manner, yet also in a· realization! 0 sex descrimination of
stimulating way so that one must the utmost degree!
come to his own conclusions after
After overcoming the initial shock
some thought.
~t thi~ horrendous strike against
The "Professor's Perogative" liberation, the flag, God 'n' country,
column is turning into a hot-bed of and mothers across the nation
diverse opinions, conjectures, and (especially Jack's), I voted. I wrote
acGusations. I believe tt,is is healthy in Jacl<'~ ,Ra~p ,9espite the decree
ana will 'open ·t,p new dlaki>gue handed 'i1Gwn. from the MaA at the
within the faculty and also within Table.
the student body. It is a good open
Jack's charm, wit and shapely legs
forum for the interchange of (especially in cut-offs, girls) are
thought, as is indicated by the quite beside the point. I voted for
response in the "Letters to the Jack Harrison because, of all the
Editor."
candidates, he was the only one
It is good to see the faculty trying to say something important,
expressing personal ideas and and the only one willing to fight the
opinions, rather than relying cm the Assistant Attorney General, the
old tried and true theories, models President of the college, and the
and teaching packets. It is also good Human Rights Commission to say it.
to see some of the emotional
More likely than not, Jack will be
responses from these, more often forced to retire from his cause
than not, aloof and away insturc- defeated (this time), batting those
tors.
big brown eyes in bewilderment.
I sincerely hope The EASTERNER ~nd that is a blow against free eleccontinues to be an open forum and t1ons at EWSC; indeed, a very
would like to see it delve into some foreboding black mark in the annals
of the more relevant, realistic of history.
·
problems encountered by ·students
P.S. Rumor has it he won anyway.
as citizens of this Planet.
Gale Watts
Certainly the various activities on
raglC US
campus are of interest and should
be reported, yet, I do not feel that Dear Editor, •
all else should be excluded. The
For many of the Spokane
EASTERNER could-should become a
channel of communication that students that attend EWSC, the
stimulates thought, presents issues, " Magic Bus" offers an alternative to
reports events locally, nationally driving to Cheney day in and day
and internationally, creates discus- out- that is, if the bus drivers will
sion, and serves the interests of all. wait for you to get on the bus.
Here, hardly one month after
Rick Lawrence, senior
classes
have commenced, these inUniversity Year for Action
adequate drivers have already left
numbers of students standing at
the Coliseum parking lot simply by
lack of communication between the
Dear Editor,
drivers and the students.
I would just like to comment on
Yesterday, a friend of mine was
the AS council's decision to send standing right next to the bus
two of its members and Dennis w~iting for a friend that was only
Brandt to New York all expenses five yards from the bus himself, and
paid. T~e three students are to at- the bus driver just took off leaving
tend a student rights convention for them there!
three days, Nov. 8-10. The total bill
He had seen them, and this bus
for this learning experience will cost was not full, being it was the 7 a.m.
the studenty body $1 ,950.
one. It leaves too early anyway
I think this is entirely too much to because once the bus gets to
invest considering the benefits ac- Cheney, the drivers just sit around
crued. Consider first Dennis Brandt; for a while, gleefully singing their
he will be here till the end of this theme song, "Run, run, as fast as
quarter and then will graduate. Can you can. You can't catch me, I'm the
his ticket be justified?
busdriver man."
Pat Hayes went to St. Louis this
My question is this, why is EWSC
summer for a convention, and his financing this bus line without alerticket was justified as a continued ting drivers of their job- namely to
education. Steve Tauten, the third transport students to and from the
party, is in my opinion the only one college? Certainly, if the busses are
deserving of the learning-reporting running behind schedule they must
job.
go, but when they aren't, which is
I must say in all honesty that I the majority of the time, there's no
voted for the package tour, but now reason to leave people at the
have reconsidered, and am asking parking lot and stops.
the students to voice their opinion
One day because of mismanageon this triad adventure. I was sure ment, they left about 25 students
the paper would not cover this story stranded here in Spokane waiting
sufficiently enough because they for the 7 a.m. bus, which had left
were lobbying to go along also at much earlier. "Magic Bus" - .how
student expense.
about "Tragic Bus."
Skip Feeley
I implore whoever is in charge of
AS Position No. 8
this to make immediate contact
with the bus service and r1otify them
of their duties that they're getting
paid for.
Kathi Loucks
Dear Editor,
Alas, it has come sadly to my
attention that I must again trouble
you to publicly voice a complaint
(and my first two years here were Dear Editor,
so silent.) When I approached the
This is in reply to Mr. Blekincki's
voting table last Tuesday to cast my anecdote concerning his uncomforballot for Homecoming Queen, a table feelings toward the ROTC

Open Forum

'T

· 8 ,

Three to go

Sex Descrimination ·

likes ROTC

program.
To say that his friend Jack's
experience is "typical of the ROTC
program" is drivel and irrelevant to
the statement made by Col.
Zamora, that the students at EWSC
are comfortable with the program.
In the first place, the "typical"
ROTC cadet is not married, nor aoes
he ha,ve any children. Therefore Mr.
Blekicki's friend could not with any
intelltgence be said to represent the
average cadet. However, there are
married couples of which one or
both members are cadets and many
of them have children. Fortunately,
~.hey a re not mys t e ri ou s I y
changed" by these children, and
remain satisfied with the goals that
they have chosen.
Secondly, no 9ne is forced to join
,t~e 'R0TC .prqgram. In fact, if <!>rut
wishes, one does not even have· to
be aware of the fact that it exists.
The program does not intrude uninvited into campus activities. No one
should feel uncomfortable because
some students choose to serve
their country. After all, not everyone
can be a professional student. Also,
once in the program, no one is
forced to remain if he feels he
doesn't belong there.
Thirdly, the ROTC program does
not foster enmity toward any nation
nor does it develop the desire to kill
as Mr. Blekicki implies. The text~
books are remarkably unbiased and
the attitudes of the instructors
towards those nations to which we
are, or have been opposed, is both
respectful and courteous. Whatever
"gung-ho" attitudes Mr. Blekicki's
friend had, he brought them
with him. They assuredly were not
acquired through ROTC.
In conclusion, if Mr. Blekicki's
friend is typical of anything, it is
that portion of society that is unsure of its goals and grasps at any
straw with which it can identify,
whether patriotism or paternity.
These are the sort of people who
are ultimately weeded out of the
ROTC program as unfit for.positions
of leadership. If you are uncomfortable, Mr. Blekicki, it is your friend,
not ROTC, that is the source.
Marilynn K. Lietz
Cadet, EWSC ROTC

Dance OK, But
Dear Editor,
This letter is addressed to compliment the Homecoming Dance.
The dance itself we felt was very
good and the band was well
accepted. The company was good
and everyone seemed to get along
very well, and have a good time. The
location for the dance was a good
choice.
However, there was one link that
prevented a good dance from being
an excellent dance. That was the
presence of "Camp Pig."
We have these guys bugging us
seven days a week and then they
have to show up at Homecoming.
They were there to check ID's even
if your date was 21 and didn't have
the ID on her she was denied the•
right to have a drink.
Also, this B.S. about discount
drinks, that was no discount! If we
would have known these discount
drinks were $1 .25 we would have
driven to the state line and gotten
blasted there.
Whil e th e setting and at mosphere for the dance was nice,
the room in which it was held was
absolutely too small and hot. Also,
there wasn't any free punch, one
had . to buy those stinken little six
ounce coke cups for 25 cents. A
more suitable item would have been
Gatorade and salf pills to combat
the heat.
Jim Green and
Doug Cossette

I ,
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In the Pub

All Locks Change.
By Colleen Macfarland
Staff Writer
The locks of all the doors in the
Pense Union Building will be recombinated at a cost of $473 because
of the high incidence of theft in the
building, according to Curt Huff,
PUB manager.
Huff requested the looks be
changed after receiving a report
from the Campus Police which indicated the security of the building
had been compromised.
The report ~had been requested
by the Student Union Board of Control (SUBOC) Chairman, Dennis
Brandt.
Campus Police Chief Barney
lssel stated, "In addition to the increased thefts, or missing items,
there is an additional amount of
cost and a lot of unnecessary
problems."
.
Some· of .the problems the PUB
has been experiencing include,
· - $100 to $150 taken from the
Intercollegiate Knights during their
used book sale:
- Food stolen from SZABO.
- Forty-five people in the PUB
illegally at 12:30 p.m. Oct. 19
- a· television stolen from the
PUB.
SUBOC Meeting
At the Oct. 9 meeting of SUBOC
it was reported that Bruce Murray,
assistant dean of student services,
lost two master keys to the PUB.
Murray said the first key was lost
in an alfalfa field on his farm near
Fish Lake four years ago. The second key, Murray believes, was lost
in Seattle last spring.
According to Murray,, both key
losses were immediately reported
to Walt Zabel, then manager of the
PUB. Zabel was responsible for
master keys in the PUB during its
first year of operation: Maintenance
has had the responsibility since
then.
No Records
Zabel said he had no written
record of the lost keys though he
said Murray did report them missing
to him. After talking to Campus
Security after the Oct. 9 meeting,
Zabel said, "As far as I could tell
there was no record kept.
·
There
have
also
bee·n
reports
of
other master keys to the PUB being
lost during the past four years but
no one seems to remember who or
when. One source. who did not want

to be identified, said he knew of
three keys which were lost, one by
an employee of SZABO.
Police Responsible7
There was a small possibility that
the campus police might be ·responsible for the increased thefts.
lssel said, '1Since Campus Police
were apparently the only depart- ·
ment with personnel in and about
the area of the PUB with master
keys, there existed a remote
possibility of Campus Polic~ personnel being involved." .
Campus Police conducted an internal investigation which included
stake-outs in the PUB. After three
days it was decided police personnel were not involved, according
to lssel.
Who Pays?
The question of who will pay to
recombinate the building has not
been settled. Two possibilities are
under consideration.
Bruce Murray could be held
responsible for the cost of recombination. There is a policy for personnel of SZABO Foods and school
maintenaance workers who lose
keys which states they must pay for
recombination. according to Curt
Huff.
Recombination could also be paid
for from the PUB programming
budget which is funded by $3.32
from each full-time student's tuition.
A meeting of the SUBOC to
decide the means of payment was
scheduled for Oct. 30 at 2 p.m. in
Room 38 of the PUB.

",}

f·

D~.

~SITING'RU

Officers caught a person in
Dressler Hall taking the covers from
fire mains on the third floor. While
the officers were filling out the
report they were verbally harrassed
by two people outside.
The officers asked them to be
quiet but they refused. When the officers asked for their names they
received more "smart harassing
remarks," until the officers
threatened to arrest them. They
then cooperated.
TV stolen from PUB
A TV set was taken from the PUB
during the week of Oct. 13-19. The
set was locked in a cabinet in a PUB
office.

i

"

Faculty Seeks Higher Salaries
College administrators and faculty are working with citizens
throughout the state to organize a
citizens committee for improvement of faculty salaries, according
to Elroy McDermott, Eastern
Washington State College faculty
president.
At press time, no chairperson~ · ·
tor the committee had been

I

. The owner commented that the
only way it could have been stolen
was to have a master key to the
building since there was no visible
means of entry.

Two cars sustained $150
damage when one person backed
into another in the No. 10 parking
lot Tuesday. No citations were
given.
· A dictionary was taken from an
office in the Science Building October 18.
, An adding machine was stolen
from the Black Student Union October 17.

COLLEGE BOOKSJORE BOOK SALE!!!
SAVE: ·~BUY EM BY THE POUND"

All Kinds of Bo_
o k: 60' /lb.

Falling Behind
designated, but McDermott said he
expects an announcement of
At the October Board of Trustees
chairpersons by the end of the meeting, McDermott termed faculty
week.
salary in Washington as "slipping
All six of Washington's four-year badly."
.
institutions are cooperating with the
His figures indicate that faculty
effort to organize united citizen salaries at Washington's four-year
appeal for faculty salary increases colleges and universities are falling
to be called "Committee of One further behind those of other states
Thousand."
each year.
A salary gap of five and a hatf
Based on a comparison survey percent in 19 70 has grown to 15
with seven other states financing percent this year, according to
similar educational systems, McDer- McDermott's comparison figures for
mott claims a 15 percent salary in- the seven survey states.
crease is needed to bring
Using figures from the American
Washington salaries up to those of Associatio n of Un i ve r sit y
the seven states. By the start of the Professors, McDermott cites a 16.7
next school year, a 23 percent in· percent gap between Washington :::i
crease will be needed, according to faculty salaries and the national
his figures.
average.

Delinquent Loans

Students Owe s54,ooo

"My dog got run over. My cat got
run over."
Paul Bartnick, supervisor of loans
and scholarships, says he hears all
kinds of excuses for outstanding
loans.
"You get kind of hardened to it
after awhile," Bartnick said at his
Showalter office. " And what
happens? Another guy comes in. His
excuse may be good - the most
' legitimate in the world." He gets no
sympathy.
College records show $68,847 in
student loans. Only $14,800 is
current - with payments on
schedule. The rest? " It's all
delinquent," Bartnick said.

Records also show $20,248 in
"uncollectable funds"- apart from
the student loan total. The bills are
sent to a collection agency which
charges 33 per cent of eve~y dollar.
He said many of the bills are
returned to the college. The student
cannot be located.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Bart nick ca ll s th e loans a
"gentleman's agreement...based on
need." He said his office cannot
operate like a bank.
"Suppose a student walks into
· Financial Aid and says 'I need
$150,' " he said. "You have to take
the borrower's word. You have
nothing to go on. "
It'll catch up to 'em," Bartnick
said. He said loans are money owed
to the state - and the state doesn't
forget. Failure to pay also hurts
the student's credit.
He said the college policy has
been "very liberal" toward loans.
But the attitude is changing as the
debts pile up. ·
"It gets very frustrating," Bartnick added. "We just say 'This is not
our money. This is the student's
money."

MINIMUM SALE: lib.

)

~~p~;

,;t.

ANS: from le '
v.t Lazerev,
director' of .Air Pollu~ion contr~I aut.hority for Moscow; Dr.
Victor Najaichuk, researcher for Ukranian Academy of Sciences, Kiev; Dr. ~,v.ery Alferov! director of state nature
preserve, Prioksko-Terrasny; Dr. Yri Elfimov, chief specialist of the USSR m~mstry of agricul~ure; and tw~ Easter~
professors, Robert Quinn, meteorology; and Frank Nicol, director of e~vironmental studies pose during their
schedule lectures. The Russians were on campus last week. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy)

I CRIME CHECK

· Prlcas.Effectlve1
TODAY OCT.31
1iOMORROW NOV. 1

~

7:30to4:30

Thousands of Topics
$2. 75 per page

· ORDER: Caps & Gowns by Nov. 8
Announcements by Nov. 15

,

I

FOREIGN tANGUAGE

Send for your up-t o-date,
176-page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1 -2
days d elivery time).

. 519 GLEN'ROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024

French ............... ~
-G erman.............. Price
Spanlsll .............. .

112

O ur materials are sold ior
research purposes only

• (' ~ I

•

"And you (the_student) pay for
it," Bartnick said. Each student pays
$1 from his college tuition. Multiply
the amount by Eastern's approximate enrollment- 6,000.
Multiply that total by 3 school
quarters. The answer: $18,000 paid
for student loans.
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New Legislators Are Seated At AS Meeting
After being seated at
last Monday's legislature
meet in g, th e n e w
legislators gave their im·
pressions and reflections
of that meeting to The
EASTERNER.

Dave Breidenbach
For the amount of peo·
pie present we ac
complished something. ASi
time progresses the
Legislature will become a
more cohesive unit. I
forsee a general improvement.
Student Government is
important because student
interests are expressed

meetings. The bad im- feel will bring about a more
pressions of t he responsive government to
Legislature as provided by student needs.
the paper is not warranted.
Bob Saling ·
The meeting was very
long. If there was more

here. I want students to
communicate so I will be in
the AS offices every day
from 10-11 a.m.

Skip Feeley
It was exactly what I
was expecting. I know
nothing happens i mmediately and a lot of inVic Prestin
John Sanchez
formation is referred to
I f eel that st udent
The Legislature seems committee. It is not a fast
to be suffering from process and things won't government is now in a
state of disorganization
hardening of the arteries happen overnight.
which is very detrimental
Now that the ne\\
to the efficient and effeclegislators are official!}
·1 enjoyed it and think tive running of student
seated, it is hoped that the people I work with are
government. Committees
new blood will be injected quite capable.
seem to be ill prepared and
into the legislature·, thus
causing it to be more
From canvassing door- because of this legislation
dynamic. Dynamic being to-door I got the impres- is poorly prepared and
defined as having more sion students want to proposed.
response to the students' know more about what is
I hope to bring more efneeds and ideas.
going on in Legislature ficient organization which I

Post Office Hints
For Prompt Delivery

•i

•'

..

.
!l

organization by legislators·
and the Speaker, it would
have gone a lot faster and
not bogged down. The
major reason for this was
the new legislators and the
new speaker. Parliamentary procedure was shaky.
Legis lat ors should
spend more t im e in
preparation and organization. Just one hour a day
would help 100 pe_r. cent.

BJ Dianna Smith
Staff Writter
To find Aunt Dorothy's misplaced
recipe for apple dumplings, check
with the PUB Post Office ·oecause
Andy Harlan, post office employee,·
says he gets recipes every week,
along with shopping lists, book
markers and other papers that get
mailed with that letter from Mom
and Dad.
The PUB Post Office, located or
the second floor of the PUB, is aper
daily from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and i1
provi des all services except
registering mail and issuing money
orders. It is part of the Campus
Postal Service, headed by Rose
Raines, which daily handles a
greater volume of mail than the
Cheney P9st Office. With so many
letters being processed, various
snags are encountered, which cause
delays in getting mail to the
students.
Incomplete Addresses
One of the main causes of delay,
according to Mr. Harlan, is incorrect
or incomplete addresses. Many
letters are received with addresses
such as "John Smith, room 204,
rwsc, Cheney, Wa." The Post Office
handles this misaddressed
.
mail,
utilizing lists of dormftory
TOOMANY COOKS SPOIL THEPOT, is the opinion of some students of the Tawanka food service. It usually ranges
residents,
student addresses and
from excellent to mediocre. (PHOTO: Eike Chung)
faculty addresses. If no addfess can
be found, the mail must be
returned.

Results Tallied From Election .

Seven legislative positions were
decided in last week's general elec·
tion, with the outcome of two seats
being decided in a runoff yesterday.
The runoffs for positions No. 4
(Harlan Eaglebear and Tom Hampson), and No. 12 (Wayne Boulac
and Dave Hastings) were due to the
large number of write-ins. Results
were unavailable at press time.

In the results for position No. 15
Roger Sandon posted 130 votes tc
Howard Owens' 129. Results of a
recount held at 7:30 p.m. yesterday
were unavailable at press time.
In the other contests, John
Sanchez defeated Jim Weyen 134115 for Position No. 13, Skip Feeley
defeated Jeff Brender 174-84 for
Position' No. ,8, and Vic Pestrin beat

Sheila l:.aglebear 145-127 for position No. 5.
Also Bob Saling defeated Jeff
Brender 146-106 for position No. 3,
and Curtis Schnell beat Harlan
Eaglebear 165-112 for position No.
2. Dave Breidenbach posted 251
votes in an unopposed race for position No. 1.

area. There it is re-directed to its
proper destination. In order to prevent this, the Post Office has a zip
code directory available for studenf
use.
Pick-up Mail
Another cause of delay is the
failure of someone from tAe individual dormitories to pick up mail
at the post office regularly. Letters
which have beeh sent to the PUB
Post Office to be re-addressed are .
dated and placed in the box
assigned to the proper dormitory.
According to Mr. Harlan, some mail
sits· there several days before
someone f roni the dorm comes to
pick it up.
Another, less common, cause of
delay is trying to airmail letters to
nearby communities. Airmail' letters
are collected separately and taken
to Spokane. Since airmail service is
not provided to nearby cities, such
as PuHman, an improperly stamped
letter may lose a day until it is ~ent
back to the proper place.
Letters without stamps are
usually mailed with regular mail and
charged to the addressee. However,
stamped letters with no mailing or
return address are sent -to the
Dead-Letter Office and often remain there.
Putting a return address on every
letter would save much lost time
and Trouble. "From Me" or "Guess
Who?", two of the more common
"return addresses," said Mr. Harlan,
Incorrect or missing zip codes are not sufficient information for
can also result in a one or two-day the po~t offi_ce.
One benefit of the campus posta;
delay. When mail is received at any.
·service
of which many students are
post office, it is sorted according to
unaware,
is that campus mail can
zip code areas, and those letters
without zip codes are set aside to be sent free. for exampfe, a retter
be sorted after the other mail. mailed on campus to the Registrar's
Letters with incorrect zip codes may Office does not require a stamp. In
be sorted into the wrong stack and fact, putting a stamp on it will delay
'the error may not be discovered un-' the letter, as it must be sent out to
til the mail reaches the zip code be post-marked.
•I
I
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Candidates and Issues Presented
By Beverly Vorpahl Managing Editoi -

Inflation is Bankrupting America
State Senator Jack Metcalf, running for the U.S. Senate against
Sen. Magnuson, states three basic
issues and solutions for his campaign.
" I nf I a t i o n i s ba nk r UJPt i ng
America," he states. "The only
promise I have is to curb inflation,
or it will destory our economic
system."
Metcalf said we are on a collision
course with disaster.
Congress didn't "get the money,
they printed it," he said. "They
created it and dumped it into the
system where it steals value from
money in your pocket."
The solution is to stop creating
money and balance the budget he
said. ''Jhey must raise taxes or cut
spending."
Professional Politicuans
and Big Money
Stating the second problem he
said, "people feel they have lost
control over their government. They
feel they have no impact."
This is wrong, he said, they still
have control, and one way to exercise the control is to limit the terms
of senators to 12 years.
"The senority system is the

enemy of the people that must be
destroyed," he said. "It gives power
to a few- the long-term
members."
Influence of Money
In his third platform, Metcalf said
there is undue influence on money
in campaigns. This has been a
"nightmare for me," he said.
In order to have a successful
campaign, the candidate must be
heard over and over and this takes
money, he said.
"When I decided to run against
Magnuson, I had to get thousands
of small donations for money," he
said. "Big money is behind Maggie."
He said he has no television
coverage and no newspaper advertising because of the cost involved.
A solution to this problem is to
limit the amounts of money that can
be spent on a campaign.
11

Budget Sillies"
Fielding questions from the small
but attentive audience, Metcalf said
there were many ways to cut the
national budget by timing what he
terms "budget sillies."
Under' the Consumer Protection
Act he said $19,300 was spent to

Change Not Justified
A.J. (Bud) Pardini, Republican incumbant for Position No. 1 of the
6th Legislative District says he does
not believe the status of ~WSC
should be changed to a university.
"I believe EWSC, in its present
design, is fulfilling a much needed
function in higher education for the
state, and more specifically for
Eastern Washington," Pardini said.
"There have been some master
programs added over the last two or
three years, and a masters in
business is being considered. I do
not believe that the designation as
a university can, or should be,
accepted at this time."
Nor does he believe salary in·
creases are in order for college
professors. He said to raise their
salaries because of inflation is not
reason enough. To increase some
salaries there would ·have to be a
cutback in personnel to make up the
difference, he said. To justify an in·
crease in salaries, there woulo have
to be an increase in productivity, he
said, referring to more time spent
teaching additional classes.
Line Veto Power
Pardini said he voted against the
line veto power amendment
because, "the governor needs
flexibility."
Pardini said he could see no
problem allowing the governor the
veto power since the legislature can
override any veto with a two-thirds
majority vote.
"The legislature operates in a
crash atmosphere during the last
five days of each session, and I
have heard people who are saying
take the item veto power away say,
we can go ahead and pass this even
though there are major flaws in it
because the governor will item veto
it."
Budget Problems
He stated the next session of the
legislature will be the most difficult, ·
"accentuated primarily by
budgetary problems which · have
been neglected for the last four
years."
There are budget requests for
government agencies showing an .
increase of $1.4 billion while the an-

ticipated increase of revenue for
the next two years is about $400
million, leaving a budget shortage of
$1 billion, he said.

'

A.J. ~Bud) Pardini
"That will be met by either
reducing spending, or by tax increases," he said. "The voters of
the state, including the students at
EWSC, have significantly
demonstrated that they are not particularly interested in tax increases.
This then follows that they would be
willing to have substantial cuts in
the state programs."

find out why children fall off their
tricycles. "They discovered it was
because they ran into things and
were top-heavy," he said. "Any
mother could have told them that."
Another $60,000 was spent to
find out why people say 'ain't' he
said, while another large sum was
directed towards a dictionary
published on witchcraft.
Foreign Aid
The spending for foreign aid has
to be drastically reduced, Metcalf
stated. "I want to be friendly with
those nations, but we cannot do as
much for them as we are now."
He also stated he feels ·the
United States should stay out of
other nation's internal affiars and
wars.
"We should never throw our
weight around in the world," he
said. "If I am elected, I will do
everything in my power to prevent
American involvement in any other
government's wars."

Magnuson Says:

Education is Personal Preterence
In an exclusive interview yesterday with The Easterner, Senator
Warren G. Magnuson stated his
positions on several controversial
election issues.
Easterner: "In light of the current
economic situation, what do you see
as the future of higher education
funding?"
Magnuson: "Education is one of
my personal priorities, especially as
chairman of the Senate appropriation subcommittee that deals with
health and education. We have not
received as much cooperation from
the White House in the past few
years as we did before, and unless
the White House begins to
cooperate, the situation of higher
education could become much
worse. Improvement of our society
depends on education, and this is
one area where a dollar saved today
means only stagnation in the future.
The administration's refusal to
cooperate has created hardship for
thousands of individual studentsand it has also jeopardized our
hopes for a better country.

Easterner: "How do you forsee
our trade relations with China and
Japan?"
Magnuson: "Trade with China
and Japan through Washington
state can and must be increased.
Seattle is closer to the Orient than
any other mainland city- whether
by sea or by air. And trade offers
this state a golden opportunity to
help our economy without harming
our environment at all. On my visit
to China, I saw first hand the
Chinese cannot increase trade with
the U.S. to gigantic proportions over
night, because their economy
neither produces nor uses consumer products in great amounts.
But the potential is there, and the
Chinese realize it. And our state
should prepare for it."

Editorial

Voice Your Opinion
By Beverly Vorpahl
Apathy among students, as
voters, has been expressed by more
than one candidate interviewd for
the series of articles The Easterner
has published regarding issues ana ·
candidates.
As college students, we are
expected to be aware and concerned about those who will be
representing us on the state level
as well as the national level. We are
expected to have an "intellectual attitude" about both candidates and
issues.
But how many students exercise
their perorgative by voting? If the
elections held on campus, where we
vote to govern ourselves are any indication, then the statistics prove to
be poor.
There is a lot of noise made
about Presidential elections by
students, a lot of noise created
about our involy,ement in wars. But
how many of you noise-makers
•

Managing Editor
elected, or fought to keep from
electing those who make the
decisions.
This Nov. 5. the opportunity is
there again to voice our opinions on
those we send to the State and U.S.
Senate, the House of Representatives both on the state and
national level and on issues we
need to concern ourselves with.
One way we can change at·
titudes about college apathy, and
perhaps gain a more favorable attitude towarqs us and our college, is
to vote.
As State Senator Jack Metcalf
said, "It is a tough ball game, don't
be polite. Ask tough questions. It is
your country and it is your option
and duty to ask those questions."
Ask them, and try to find the
answers by reading the material .
published in The Easterner, other
papers and the Voter's Pamphlet
each of you should have received.

Warren Magnuson
Easterner: "What comments do
you have regarding the confirmation
of Nelson Rockefeller as Vice
President?"
Magnuson: "Some very serious
questions have been raised about
Nelson Rockefeller. Before t~ese
arose, I certainly felt on balance he
would make an experienced_ and
capable vice president. Now the
burden of proving that has shifted
to Mr. Rockefeller himself, and I will
certainly follow closely the House
and Senate committees as they
attempt to get the whole truth
about Rockefeller. Until these
questions are resolved, it fs best to
keep an open mind."

Easterner: "Do you feel the
honeymoon with President Ford is
over?"
Magnuson: "President Ford can
expect cooperation from Congress.
I have met with him personally to
promise my cooperation, but neither
he, nor any other president, can
expect Congress to share every
White House viewpoint. We too, are
elected b¥ the people ·and are
responsible to them. It certainly
does not help matters to have Mr.
Ford attack Democrats on a
wholesale basis, any more than it
would help to have a Democratic
President attack Republican
members of Congress."
Easterner: "What is your attitude
concerning the surtax President
Ford is considering?"
Magnuson: "I am opposed to the
surtax. We can raise just as much
tax revenue- and reduce inflationary pressure by the same
amount- if we get rid of one
notorious tax loophole, the oil depletion allowance. If the administration
agreed to close these tax loopholes,
we wouldn't need a surtax- but if
for some reason, we did need a surtax in the future, the equity of imposing it after the loopholes have
been closed, would be much greater
than it is today."
Easterner: "How do you envision
the future of the state of
Washington?"
Magnuson: "I believe that a
prosperous economy and a clean
natural environment can be compatable. This is what we need to
maintain here in Washington state.
It means we will have to concentrate on non-polluting economic activities - trade, agriculture ,
research, and certain types of
manufacturing. But we must guard
against superfically attractive new
developments that would harm our
unique natural setting. For example,
we should not allow Washington
state to become a trans-shipment
center for imported or Alaskan oil
destined for other parts of the country like the Mid-west. We will have
to be vigilant if we want Washington
to retain the qualities that make it
attractive.
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Eastern Needs Blood
The 1974 Fall Blood Drive will be
held Nov. 7 and 8 in the Pence
Union Building, room 121 , from
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
The goal this quarter is 250
pints, to be given to the Spokane
Blood Bank and accredited to the
EWSC account. This account is for
the use of students and faculty and
their immediate families and may
be applied for at the EWSC·Student
Health Center, 7 North 7th, Cheney.
The blood drive is ·sponsored
jointly by the Military Science Dept.,
the Sponsor Co rps, and the
Associated Students. All students,
faculty members, administrators,

THE COLLEGIANS were one of several groups of Eastern students who performed at EWSC Day at Expo '74 in
Spokane. The 22 member choir is directed by Dr. Ralph Manzo. (PHOTO: Tom Routt)

IProfessors' Prerogative
.Are Teachers Administrators?

I

Stephen Scott
the details but the pattern by which of administering, this myopia also
spreads into the faculty.
Philosophy Department
Eastern is run.
In Austria-Hungary one could get
The operating budget Eastern
proposed for 1976-77 is a_2~ per
a passport only by visiting in
Which Moses?
cent increase over the current
sequence 27 officials, none of
budget. The proposal requests 16.5
whom
was responsible for the
I have no clear idea which Moses
new teaching and 153.2 new non- handed down the formu lae, procedure, it appea ring to each unteaching positions. Twenty five per knowing only that it was the state alterable.
cent of the total positions legislature or OPPFM, or someone
Eastern small picture
requested are faculty positions, calla berating with t hem , or
of large universe
31.4 per cent go to fund the someone whose name occurred in a
In these matters. Eastern is a
faculty's salaries; which represent sentence with the words "OPPFM"
picture of the universe at
small
declines from , respectively, 28 per or "legislature." I cannot find at
large:
Intelligence
spends itself on
cent and 36 per cent. Here Eastern Eastern anyone who takes responfollows a national pattern: One pays sibility for the formulae or for details, and the structure of human
more for a college education and changing them. A vice-president I society changes blindly. Surely- the
gets less, and pays for things one asked thought first that I must have pro j ec t i s open t o anyone
willing-Eastern is a small enough
never heard of.
asked something different, second
The energy given to teaching that I wanted him to reverse the section of the world that its overall
diminishes even more than the rotation of the earth. The formulae functioning can yet be brought
budget shows, since each year the are not discussed at chairmen's with in the govern ance of good
work of administering seeps further meetings, where the time devouring sense.
into the faculty. Faculty participate issues concern posters and copying
in surveys, panels, reviews, con- machines.
fere·nces, commissions, colloquia,
standing and ad hoc and review
committees, curriculum and perAdministration should have
sonnel and review meetings;
clear overview
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
Thursday afternoon meetings,
$2.75 per page
One is inclined to forget that the
meetings that go into the supper
function of the administration is to
Send now for latest catalog. Enhour, meetings requiring five or
have
and
to
act
on
a
clear
overview
$2.00 to cover ret urn postclose
more cigarette~. and reviews of
age.
of things, to create a reasonable
everything preceding. Each year
teaching positions contain more general structure among the
, departments it governs; and one is
non-teaching work.
inclined to forget this because most
administrators are only highly paid
ESSAY SER\lfCES
Dismal State of Affairs
detail workers.
57 Spad ina Ave .•. ~ uit e #208
They think that to administer is
It is a dismal state of affairs, the
Toron to, Ont a rio , Canada
disproportion between teaching and to take the details more seriously,
(416t 368-6549
housekeeping, and disheartening to to interpolate between two steps a
third, to r~view and subdivide again,
know the .cause of it.
Our research service is sold
for research assistance only.
Eastern's operating budget is to classify work in all ways except
divided into 14 categories (one of as necessary or idle. Like the work
which is "Instruction"), there being
for each category formulae determining the allotment of funds. Since
the way in which the formulae is
THE NEWSSTAND IS STILL HERE
applied is rational enough, it
Serving Cheney's Convenience Store Needs for 20 Years.
remains that the disproportion
At Lowest Possible Prices. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. daily (6p.m.-Sat.)
belongs to the formulae
235.4101
420 1st.
themselves. What goes wrong is not

lRESEAIRCH

I

and college workers are urged to
donate.
In the last 21 years, EWSC has
had in excess of 8,300 donors and
according to Donald Dougherty,
head of the Spokane Inland Empire
Blood Bank, "Eastern is a leader in
blood giving with the Blood Bank
among the colleges in the general
area of Spokane."
The Fall 1973 Blood Drive netted
216 pints for the EWSC account.
This included 57 pints from the
ROTC Dept., 30 from Morrison Hall,
26 from Anderson Hall, and 23
pints from the Sponsor Corps. The
last recorded donation·from faculty
members was 9 pints in 1971.

FACULTY NEWS NOJES

Dr. Sidney K. Kasuga of the
biology dept. is working on a multipie sclerosis research through the
Deaconess Hospital in Spokane.

Dr. Bruce Lang, biology depart·
ment, has received a grant and joint
appointment with the University of
Idaho and Washington State University to . studv. host oarasites, particularly liver flukes, in cattle.
Ruben M. Trejo, Assistant
Professor of Art will present a,one-

4.

•

Opal Fleckenstein, Associate
Professor of Art, will conduct a
workshop for artists in Trail, B.C. ·
She will also be exhibiting her own
paintings and batiks there.
David Rostkoski, Associate
Professor of Music, and his wife,
Diane, will give a duo-piano performance Nov. 4 at 8:15 p.m: in the
Music Recital Hall.

Mistory Garners Awards
The EWSC History Department
has been selected, among 12
history departments in the nation,
to be the recipient of an American
Historical Assoc. Feature Film
Project, Dr. Donald Pierce, chairman, announced.
The award, supported by a grant
from the Lilly Endowment, includes
~ project or, a film cart rid ge
excerpted from the feature film

"Becket" with Peter O'Toole, an
Acoustifone Acousti -Center, and 10
reading booklets to supplement the

film.
In return the department will
assign study material in several of
its regular courses and will report to
the American Historical Assoc. on
the effectiveness of this method of
learning.

CMENEY AUTO PARTS
Complete Stock:
Auto Parts, Tools
& Equipment.

-41APA~
--

Winter
Care
Products
,.,

Monthly Photo Special
Movie Film ( &mm-Super 8)
Slide Film (20 Exp.)

GAF OR
KODAK ONLY

DON'Y SWEAR- COMP"RE

.................._ •.... _ ....._ .._
_ J.C A0l.P1ER JACK
............................................ ElOl1T CIOIT Ol&l'LAY

120 '.f' st.

LITRON IX 2240R CALCULATOR
With Charger & .Case
FEATURES:
Rechargeable Batteries Provide Up To 6 Hrs. of Normal Use
Recharger Unit Will Recharge Calculator In 12-14 Hours
One Year U{lconditional Guarantee
Automatic Power-Off After 15 Minutes of Non-Use
Performs Chain & Mixed Calculations

flECIPAOCAL ................. · ...........- .•- SCIJ.. i< ( ................................................................

SOU/IAEAOOl

........................................ -

-

-

-

(:1<,>8:lE SION ..............................·- ·· -- - - - -

-

.. .....

WIDTH - 3Va IN.
DEPTH - ~ IN.
LENGTH - 6':h IN.
WEIGHT - 6 OZ.

s59•s

I

man show of his drawings at the
University of Idaho, beginning Nov.

TOWN & COUNJRY·1v
"We Sell TIie Best & Service 'lihe Rest"
504 1st Chaney 235-6122
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More Candidates an

Issues

By, Beverly Vorpahl, Managing Edit

Intlation is LeveIi ng Off
Congressman Thomas S. Foley
said he thinks inflation is leveling
off.
"The cause of inflation is more
complex t~an deficit spending," he
said, and cited the quadrupling of oil
prices to the Arab nations as one
cause.
He said the boom of 1971 and
'72 in the industrialized world is one
cause of inflation. At that time, he
said, there was economic expansion, personnel incomes increased,
and a higher level of diet in areas
like Japan.
Foley spoke to a body of approximately 200 students Tuesday
in the Kennedy Library Auditorium.
Consumer reduction in buying is
helping curb inflation. He said people are buying less cars and
televisions.
"Part of controling inflation is
control of the Federal Budget, he
said. Quoting James Kilpatrick he
said, "The Budget Committee is the
most singly important act passed in
the last generation. We have to set
limits in each area of budget and
decide whether to cut back or
expand."
World Famine

Foley said famine is "hanging
over the world like a dismal cloud.
This next year could be worse than
anything we have yet seen."
He spoke of the five or six million
people who recently died in India
from famine.
"There is going to be a World
Conference in Rome to discuss an

Less Government'

international program to deal with
threatened famine," he said.
Foley stated he felt the United
States still has the greatest
capacities for moral leadership in
the world, and hopes we will take a
strong part in this conference.
11

We can respond to the world
problems, and should," he said. "If
we don't, we will have problems ·
facing it."
G.I. Bill

In answering questions from the
floor, Foley said the G.I. Bill has
been agreed upon in both houses
and only awaits the President's
signature when Congress
reconvenes after the election.
He said there is an increase of
22. 7 per cent in the budget, and
veterans will have 45 months to
complete their B.A. degree. As of
yet, there is no provision for postgraduate work.

Thomas Foley
Foley responded, "How about an
'Intermediate Foley' and 'Advanced
Problems of Ford'?"
He said he felt studying political
science needs a broader range than
studying congressmen but it might
be in order to study them as a side
bar as a method of "illustrating"
whatever else is being taught.

Ballot Title: Referendum Bill
Shall a state lottery be conducted under gambling com·
mission regualtions with
prizes totaling not less than
45 per cent of gross income?

t

lottery was "overwhelmingly in
favor of such an operation."
"In voting 'yes'· for this bill, you
will be providing the opportunity for
needed revenue for the state, and a
means for raising funds without
added taxes," the Attorney General
said.

In the General Election of 1972,
Gorton said a program operated
voters approved a constitutional by the State Gambling Commission
amendment (SJR 5) which legalized will be completely guarded as to
certain types of gambling in the fairness and public safety.
·
state.
A 'yes' vote will .enable the
In February of this year, the citizens of the State of Wshington .
legislature passed a bill creating a to enjoy this mild form of gambling,
state lottery which was vetoed by . to aid in providing revenues to the
the governor.
State General Fund and to express
their preference in the kinds of
In order to by-pass the gover- gambling which they· approve." he
nor's veto, the legislature p_assed a said.
bill to bring the question before the
voters. It will take a 60 per cent af·
As the law now exists, various
firmative vote to pass.
types of lotteries and gambling
games are authorized, most of
Taking the affirmative stand for which are to be conducted only by
the bill, Attorney General Slade Gor- private organizations and inton said since the citizens of this dividuals, licensed by the state
state amended the constitution gambling commission. However,
removing the prohibition of a state there is no provision in the present
lottery, the legislature passed status for the conduct of any sort of
measures to establish a lottery, lottery by the state itself.
carrying out the wishes of the people . .
Frank Atwood, State Senator (R),
, Since the bill was vetoed by the Hal Zimmerman, State Represen·
governor, "Referendum Bill 31 tative (R), and Christopher Sayler,
gives the people the opportunity to King County Prosecuting Attorney
speak out and override the gover- (R), wrote· a statement against the
nor's veto, and establish a state passage of the bill.
lottery," Gorton said.
"The purpose of a state lottery is
Gorton said a poll taken of every to get money from the public," they
member of the House or Senate state. "To make it pay off an esasking for an opinion on -a state timated 20 million dollars per year

requires a gross lottery of pver $50
million, or more than $16 per
capita. "
They feel it is a "rip-off" because
the state keeps over 50 per cent for
administration and profit.
The three men maintain a lottery
will raise less than one per cent of
the entire budget. "It will not cut
taxes or hold the line on taxes,"
they state. "In no other state has it
reduced taxes. It will not raise
enough to eliminate special levies."

G.I. Bill
When asked for his comments
regarding the G.I. Bill, he said he
f was, "basically opposed to anything
Ithat makes any man dependent on
Igovernment."
Gage said he likes to see a man
get out and succeed on his own two
feet.
To the question, "Don't you consider the G.I. Bill as repayment for
time spent in the service?" he said,
''There should be incentive to work
for the government whether in the
defense of your government, or

1

Amnesty
Gage said he would not have
made it possible for expatriates to
return home.
"We have a lot of disrespect for
the law today, and for our president
• .

Gary Gage
to condone an unlawful act will only"
add to the disrespect," he said.
Gun Control
- Gage said he was opposed to any
additional gun control laws. "We
have enough laws now to suffice as
far as the administration of law and
order is concerned," he said.
He stated he is suspicious of
anyone who wants to take away
guns, even though he does not own
one.
"It is against the Constitution
which says I can carry a gun," he
sa id .. " Bas ical l y I am a
Constitutionalist. I think we should
live by that piece of paper. We've
been doing it for 200 years, and it is
better than any other piece of
paper written."
Gage will be speaking at 10 a.m.
today in Kennedy Auditorium.

"fwo Main Issues Concern Mohr

Credibility and inflation concern
Atwood, Zimmerman and Sayler Robert Mohr, (0), candidate for
feel the passage will "lead to a drive Position No. 1 of the 6th Legislative
to legalize other forms of wid~-open District.
gambling and to make Washington
"I think the credibility gap is due
another Nevada."
to the failure of our representatives
If Referendum Bill No. 30 is ap- to provide us with honest and
proved it will provide for the es- dependable leadership," Morh said.
tablishment and conduct of a state I He feels the list is endless rega rlottery, which will be operat~d .by 1 ding those in office. "They have lied
the State Gambling Comm1ss1on I to us, not disclosed facts, failed to
which would appoint a director to be honest, and have covered up and
administer it.
twisted facts," he said.
Lottery revenues would be apportioned as follows:Payment of prizes
to winning ticket holders-not less
that 45 percent of gross income;
operation and administration not
less than 15 per cent of gross income; payment to State General
Fund-not less than 40 per cent of
total revenues.
An appropriation of $1,500,000
from the general fund to the state
lottery fund will be made at its inception, to be repaid to the general
fund as soon as practicable.

whatever, other than economic."
He said salaries should be "fair,"
and it should be "understood that
the main reason he (the serviceman) is doing this is because he
has an obligation to his country. I
don't want to make him dependent
on what we will do for him for what
he has done. It is dangerous, it is
not good for the man, and it is not •
humane."

1

$250 Billion for Foreign Aid
Gage stated $250 billion is given
~way in foreign aid, and the
taxpayers are charged $16 billion in
Cost of Wheat Explained
Six hundred dollars will be
interest alone.
available to veterans in loans. $780
In a more serious vein, Foley I The national debt is presently
million is allocated for the first year. answered a question about the high $495 billion, he said, and asked the
The money will be retroactive to price of wheat.
µuestion, "Why do we have such a
Sept. 1974.
"We no longer pay farmers not to high national budget?"
"The bill is not perfect," he plarit," he said. If their selling costs / Gage said inflation is our number
stated, "but it is a substantial im- fall below $2.05 a bushel, the ,one problem, and is caused by those
provement."
government will make up the in office.
· He promised if he is re-elected, difference. Wheat is now selling in
he will work toward extending the Portland at $5.34 a bushel.
"Stop the Printing Presses"
bill to cover post-graduate degrees.
"Inflation is caused only by prin"We consume 600 million ting too much money," he said.
bushels of wheat in the United "They can tax us the additional
Foley 101?
States," he said, "and grow 1.7 1$100 for every man, woman and
One member of the audience billion bushels."
1child that represents the national
quoted Ralph Nader as saying
The price is high because of debt, or they can print $19 billion
schools ought to study their con- world demand. Last year we l(the increase in the national debt
gressmen instead of spending so exported around $20 billion in for the last year) and put it on the
much time on the theory of political agriculture, and imported $9 billion. market place."
science. She wondered what he "We net about $11 billion, which
The solution to inflation, he
would think of 'Foley 101'?
paid for our imported oil," he said. Istates, is to stop the printing
Ipresses.

Shall ~!ate Sponsor Lottery?
34

Less government is the format of
epublican Gary G. Gage, running
f r U.S. Representative in the 5th
ongressional District against in·
umbant Thomas Foley.
"People are going to decide
. hether they want big government
that costs a lot in taxes, or a deficit
pending that leads to inflations,"
e said. "Big government costs a lot
,f money. The alternative·is to work
owards less government."
Gage said one way to establish
~ess government is to cut back on
wreign aid expenditure.
"We have been giving India a lot
f money over the past few years,"
e said, "and instead of spending
he money on those who need it,
hey built the 'A' bomb."
He stated it would be better to
~ake them feed themselves" so
hey are not able to make war.

Robert Mohr
He stated what citizens need and
want are conscientious-minded pea-

.. l

pie in office.
Inflation
Mohr stated the next important
issue is that of inflation, caused, he
said, by high interest rates.
"High interest rates hits the
home owner, farmer, and the little
man who has to borrow money ·to
live," he said.
Only big business and banks
benefit high interest rates, Mohr
commented.
Mohr felt the solution to inflation
is to keep the rate of interest
stable.
Big BusinessGovernment Marriage
"We must get the government
back into the hands of the people,"
Mohr said. "We must revamp the
" Big Bus i ness-G ove rnm ent"
marriage. Government should not
have to operate under the umbrella
of big business, rather, big business
should operate under government."
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Guthrie Wows Them F AUTUMN~
DOUBLE

·,•

· By Carl Wirsching
Editor
Ario Guthrie sang, tole stories to,
and Just plain entertained a capacity
crowd in the PUB multi-purpose
room Oct. 25 for the Homecoming
Concert.
Guthrie's repertoire ranged from
staple folk songs written by himself,
his father and Jimmy Rogers to
Ragtime to the_ blues of leadbelly to
a 20 minute rendition ot a new
variation of "Alice's Restaurant. "
l:le played two 15 minute sets
and an encore that included Merle
Haggard's class, ''I'm proud to be an
Okie from Muscogee."
The crowd that night was in just
the right mood for the low-keyed
Guthrie and Eastern's Mike Marker,
the warm-up artist.
The audience even learned to
sing-a-long. Guthrie took his time
explaining the complicated refrain
"I'm a walking down the line. I'm a
walking down the line. Walking
down the line, My feet will be a
flyin '. Tell you 'bout my troubled
mind." His efforts were rewarded
with enthusiastic singing from the
audience.
One high point of the evening
came when Guthrie explained the
signifance of the pickle in the
motorcycle song. The story last 10
minutes. Eastern has seldom heard
such absurdity and loved it so.
Politics played a part in many of
his songs. He sang a Watergate
song, which proved to be a stinging
polemic on the entire political
system.
Guthrie's finest effort was his
" Multi -colored Rainbow Roach "
song-story which detailed the most
bizarre nuclear defense plan ever
proposed.
It seems multi-colored rainbow
roaches attached to the nose cones
of missiles will get everyone stoned.
And stoned people can 't really fight.
Or something like that.
There was some reluctance to
sing the refrain on the part of the
audience. Guthrie explained this
was because "You're either a narc
. or sitting next to a na rc. "
Mike Marker prepared the crowd
for Guthrie with a half-hour of folk
songs.

FEATURE~

(

•

BANGING OUT A RAGTIME TUNE he composed especially for the Stanford
Band because he 'liked the way they sort of just ran out on the field ' is Ario
Guthrie. Guthrie was the headliner at the Homecoming Concert, Oct. 25.
(PHOTO: Rich Roddy)

Smoking Seminar Set
A program for those who wish to
quit smoking will be held in the Student Health Center, 19 N. 7th St.,
from 7 to 8 p.m. beginning Oct. 30.
The program is sponsored by the
Washington Lung Association and
will consist of seven sessions ending Nov. 11 .
There is an initial registration fee
of $10 which is gradually returned
to the participant as an incentive
not to smoke.
The main emphasis of the
program is on group sessions in
which the participants reinforce
each other not to smoke. The group
sessions will be conducted by a
Health Educator f rom the

415lstSt.

Owner~ of other makes please inquire about
specials good until November 30.

50%
wr·
YOU

Washington Lung Association.
For registration and additional information call collect: Charles h.
Collins, Washington Lung Assoc.,
509-329-9232.

Off ice rs Elected
The EWSC chapter of the
Distributive Education Clubs of
America (DECA) garnered four of
five state offices at DECA's con·
ference in Seattle Oct. 10-12.
· Elected to vice-president was
George Lee; secretary, Bob Long;
treasurer , Kris Wi lson ; and
historian, Jerry Hibbard.

$12.50

$ 20.00
$ 32.50
I

lapeir O,d., _.,.,

AW'ffiOriHtl DeoJenhlp SignahHf'
T~, price ,ubject to opplicabl• ,ta le and local ta•••

- - - - - - - - OFFER UPIIIES NOV. 30.1914 - - - - - - - -

50%
DICOUIIT*
YOU

OIL FILTER SPECIAL
Includes Motorcroft Oil Filter with purchase of oil change and
5 quarts of o il. Four-quart capacity cars slightly less.

Manufacturer's Suggest~ Lisi Pr,ce $4.70'

$2.35

(ullome r T• laphone Numb; ,

Dale

$ 2.3 5
$ 5.25
$ 7.60

Oil Filter Special
Labor and 5 Quarts of Oil
Your Total Special Price W ith Coupon

SAVE

lepoir O,d., N"'mbe ,

Cu,tOffler ~t,natu••

A..,ttio , l rttd Oeole rlhip ~gnatvr e
fhh p riu ,vb1.c·t fo oppUcoble

1101,

anti local to•••

- - - - - - - - - OFHR EXPIRES NOV. 30, 1914 - - - - - - - - - -

50%
DICOUNT.
YOU
SAVE

$14.68

DISC BRAKE PARTS SPECIAL
leplactmtnt of Ford hant disc shots and lining assemblies including hordwart.
rerts priu appli,s to most full-sin Ford. Mtriury and luxury can and may
vary by modtl and car line.
Monufocturer 's Suggest~ List Prrce $29.35•
Di1e Broke Ports Special
.. $14.67
Labor
.
.
Your Total Special Price W ith Coupon

.

$15.60
$ 30.27

CutfOfflet Telephone Nvmbe ,
A11thori ud Oeoltrlhlp Signat11re
fh,1 p11u ,...,b,ect 10 opp llcable ,tat• and loc a l taaH,

- - - - - - - - OHER EXPIRES NOV. 30, 1914 - - - - - - - - '

CAREER?

s500

$12.SO

Cv1tom•r f>tgnoh,, e

l epair Otdtt Nvmb.,

WOMEN'S JEANS

Monufocturer', Suggest~ Lid Price $2S .oo•

Dole

oa,.

INTERNATIONAi!

ENGINE TUNE-UP PARTS SPECIAL
Includes Autolite spark plugs, Motorcraft point set, Motorcraft
condenser, Motorcraft PCV valve and Motorcraft fuel filter.
Si1te1 and foun, slightly leu, Econolines slightly higher.
Engine Tune-up Parts Special
Labor
.
.
.
Your Total Special Price With .Coupon

SAVE

MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience
required . Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect summer job
or career. Send $3.00 for information. SEAFAX, Dept . u-9, P .O. Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washington
98362 .

Cheney Dept. Store

This offer i.s extende_d.
to Fo,d owners only

SHOCK ABSORBER SPECIAL-FOUR SHOCKS
50%
DICOUIIT•
Includes four Motorcraft Shock Absorbers. Special on two
shock absorbers also available at a lower tota l speciol pri•;e.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

)

SPOKANE YOUTH HOSTEL

)

:::: • Located Conveniently Downtown
»
j • Low Cost Aecom modations
::::
(from s551 month)
}
• For Students- Comfortable
::::
Private Rooms
Busses to All Schools
~
) 838-4851
1085.MONROE

::::
»
/
::::

====

•

f

SAVE

$31.90
A representative
will be on the campus

to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at

:::=

AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL

)

and job opportunities
in the field of

~

A\lttloriHd Oeoleuhip S.9noh11•
'fhi1 p,Ke 1wbi,ect to applicable ,tole and local taae1.

Be sure to bring
your .coupon!

"Supervision with Loving Care"

Interviews may be scheduled at

Corner Second & C, Cheney
Hours 7 a.m.- 6 p.m. Weekdays

. $J 1.90
.• . $ 12.00
. . . $ 43.90

- - - - - - - - orFEa UPIIIU NOV. l0, 1U4 _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

Tots Inn Day Care

DROP-INS WELCOME
CALL 235-4353

Shock Absorber Special-~ Shocks .
Labor .
. .. ..
..
Your Total Special Price W ith Coupon

CvtfOffler !>lgnohi1r•

lepolf Otder NWM•l'f

INTERNATIONAL

Snacks and Lunches

Monufoclurer'1 Suggested List Price $63.ao•

Dote

Thursday
November 7, 1974

::::·

.:.::.::::::::::::::::::.•:..................................................................
•:•:•:•:.:.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:. :•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:.:•:.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•=·:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:•:.:.:.:,:•:•:.:.:•:··•····
.•.•.•.
.,~0~'~"

YOU ·

MANAGEMENT

.

RATCLIFFE

PIACEMENT OFFICE

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306

~

FORD

402 2nd St.

235-6238 .,,.

.....
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Pat Hayes' Just Desserts

.'

Street ,fair Drew Large Crowds

(.'

"Aw Shuck, I Broke the Car."

Mike Marker

Kiss For a Quarter
;,.

"Jack send.s his love."

..
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lntramurals At AGlan:ce

Garrie Franklin

Daryl Schruhl

Dave Sivills

Kim Sobotta

Jerry Greenman

Bob Barbero

Rick Hebron

By Scott Schell
Sports Writer
Golf
Two English professors emerged
as the champions in the final golf
tournament of the year held at
Hangman Golf course last Thursday
afternoon.
Bob Gariepy and Dick Miller shot
. the winning team score of 68 to
take the tournai:nent d,efe~ting
several competitors in the Physical
Education and Political Science
departments. Miller was the
medalist for the tournament.
Gen~ T~ylor made intramural
history by scoring a first ever holein-one on the par three, 146 yard
eleventh hole. Taylor, a recreation
graduate assistant, teamed with
Butch Brown, a junior journalism
major, and Gary Riggs, a senior PE
major, to take a second in the tournament with a team score of 70.
Volleyball
··
Greenwood remained undefeated at the end of last week
when they rolled over Therapist's
Circus by a forfeit, the Crazy 8s I,
and the lucky Is last Tuesday.
The Spikers won all three games
last week to remain in second place
with a 5-1 record. Two of their vie·
tories came by opposition forf~its.
lucky Is and Crazy 8s II followed
closely behind with 4-2 records.

Fla1 Football
Monday-Wednesday Lea1ue
WL
WL
69ers ..................... 5 O
NAIC I ................... 10 2 Hawaii 5-0 ................ 4 1
Angel Food ............... 10 2 Middle Digets .............. 4 1
NAIC II ................... 7 5 Pearce Hilton ...... , ....... 2 3
49ers I ................... 6 6 Chosen Few ............... 2 3
Hawaii 5-0·B .......... ·..... 5 7 Crazy 8s .................. 1 4
Ducks· ............ , ........ 5 7 Dolphen Phlaagers ... ·........ 1 4
49ers II ...... .... .......... 4 8 Frog Hollow ................ 1 4
Sunshine .......... _. " :. : .. 2 10
Tuesday-Thursday
National Leaau~
Lea1ue
WL Dildoes ........ : ........... 5 1
Nurds .................... 10 2 Nurds ..................... 4 2
Dudes ................... 14 2 Pikes ..................... 4 2
Hawaii 5-0-A .............. 13 3 Our Gang ................. 3 2
IKs . ..................... 11 5 Hamtrak .................. 3 2
Ball Returns . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 11 Angel Food ................ 3 2
Snaky Ks ................. 3 13 Dudes .................... 2 3
IKAs .....................
...................... 0 5
.. 3 13 BSU
Sutton
Hall ................ 0 5
Powder Puff
Football
Volleyball
WL
WL
Savage House .............. 3 O Greenwood ................ 6 O
BK Buds .................. 2 1 Spikers .................... 5 1
Music Mashers ............. 1 2 Lucky Is .................. . 4 2
Middle Digets .............. O 3 Crazy 8s II ................ 4 2
Pearce RAs . .............. . 3 3
Baseball Standings
WL Crazy 8s Ill ................ 3 3
Independents 1 ............. 3 1 Crazy 8s I ................. 2 4
Spears .. -.................. 3 1 · Pearce Hilton .............. 1 5
RDCs ..................... 3 1 Therapist Circus ............ 0 6
Middle Digets .............. 0 4 Chosen Few ............... O 6
Bowlin1
American League

JUDO INSTRUCTOR Cal Hayashi right, stresses a point to ·an unidentified woman student durin1 a practice session
last week in Phase ll's wrestling'room. Watching on the left is Neil McCuddin'another instructor for the Judo Club.
(PHOTO: Jim Elliott)

Judo Club leaches the 'Gentle wa,'
cond degree black belt and in the
last two years has won 4 firsts and
a second in Northwest tourEastern's Judo Club is now in its naments.
third week of practice and head inHayashi is particularly happy with
structor Cal Hayashi said this the program he has because of two
Thursday will be the last day other instructors that he calls the
students will be able to begin prac- finest competitors in the Northwest,
tice for Fall Quarter.
Ford Yonago and Neil McCuddin.
The class is held Tuesday and
Yonago is a lightweight second
Thursdays at .7:30 p.m. in Phase ll's degree Black Belt who was a United
wrestling room and Hayashi said States champion a few years ago
there has been a good turnout of and is a Northwest champion.
students so far, both men and McCuddin is a heavyweight first
women. He said there ar-e about 35 degree Black Belt and also a
participating in the program with Northwest champion.
women the majority of the students.
Judo History Young
Hayashi said he wanted to start
Judo is a relatively young sport
the club so he could introduce those
with
its basic foundation coming
who were interested to the art of
about
in 1870 when a young
Judo. He does not charge for the
Japanese
named Jigoro Kano
one and a half hours of instruction
because he feels 11people become became interested in the Old
obligated when they pay for Japanese Martial Arts and especialsomething and I just want people ly Jujitsu.
Jujitsu· was developed as a- type
who are interested in Judo to be
able to learn on their own desire of unarmed or hand-to-hand combat
and to quit without lo sing when man first realized that by
anything." He also added that by seeming to give way he could draw
charging it would effect his amateur his opponent into an off-balance
position. The idea was not to use
status with the A.AU.
•
strength· against strength but inTop Instructors
stead to use a person's aggressive
Hayashi has been actively in- motion and strength against
volved in Judo for fifteen years and himself.
while he was a student at Lewis and
These early days of Jujitsu were
C!ark high school he was in two not as gentle as the translation innational tournaments. He is a se- dicates "Gentle Art." so Kano
By Jim Elliott
Sports Editor

Gre, Beyerlein

Coach Mike Johnson

Eagle Harriers TakeRun
Al EV'CO Championship
·~

I '

Eastern Washington State will be from Bob Barbero, Kim Sobotta,
a co-favorite at the Evergreen and Greg Byrelein.
Conference cross-country cham- . Hebron won the EWSC Inpionship this Saturday afternool) in vitational Cross-Country meet three
La Grande, Ore., according to assis- weeks ago and placed in the
Whidbey Island Invitational at Ft.
tant coach Mike Johnson.
Casey
two weeks ago. He and
The Eagles are the defending
champions but Johnson says some Beyerlein were both sick for the
stiff competition will come from Whidbey and Johnson said three of
Central Washington and Western the Eagle top four runners were not
in shape for the meet due to
Washington.
"We are as healthy going into sickness.
The same weekend of the
this meet ·as we have been all
Whidbey
Eastern had runners at the
season," Johnson said during last
Whitworth Invitational. Sobotta
Saturday's inter-squad meet.
Johnson will be counting on placed tenth and the Eagle JVs were
Eastern's star runner Rick Hebron sixth in the.meet. Sobotta is one of
to defend his own individual cham- the top four runners for the Eagles
P,ionship from last year with support this year.

worked on the many techniques he
observed. He · refined them,
eliminated the harmful ones, and
systemized rules and regulations
for safety in practice.
All of his work was developed
around the theory of Maximum Efficiency with Minimum Effort and
when he had finished he called his
system, Judo, "The Gentle Way."
Body Harm~ny
Hayashi said Judo is now a very
competitive sport but he is not
pushing the students towards the
competitive side of Judo.
He said some of the martial arts
teaching is geared to the hard core
elimination factor ·
. but he
says he is 11an easy going instructor
concerned about developing all the
students."
The ultimate aim in Judo is to
develop the students mentally,
spiritually, and physically. This harmonious relationship of body and
mind is what Hayashi said his main
goals would be while teaching the
basic philosophy of Judo.
Reasons for participating vary
among the students. Some do it for
the body conditioning, some to find
out ·what it is all about, some have
no real reasons, some are deeply interested in Judo . on the competitive side, and some do it to
blend with the athletics they are
already participating in.
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Homecoming Victory

Eagles Stop Raiders 10-9
By Jim Elliott
Sports Editor
WOODWARD STADIUM- A tough defense and a fourth down run and fourth down and long two for the
punt wer~ the keys that locked up a victory for Eastern last Saturday after- . touchdown. The Eagles decided to
noon aga1~st Southern Oregon College. Before a happy and screaming go for it but Wheat was stopped
Homecoming Game crowd of 3,200 the Eagles came from behind and short and fumbled to give SOC the
then literally held their breath for the last four seconds to win their second ball on the one-yard line.
See Sartz Punt
straight conference game, 10-9.
Eastern's defense held tough
The Raiders and Eagles traded
and the Raiders could only gain four
offensive series through the early
part of the first quarter with defen- lost two then gained nine but was yards on their next series. Their
sive bc1cks Scott Feaster and Mike short of the first down. With fourth fourth down punt took a Raider
Richter stopping SOC with their . down and one Sartz came in to bounce and rolled dead at the Eagle
secondary · tackling and pass punt. After the snap Sartz waited 48-yard line.
Fisk picked up two, was dropped
defense.
for the rush, did not get it as the
A first down pass to end John Raiders dropped back for the for a seven yard loss, and then an ilHosley finally sent the Raiders to return, and when he saw daylight up legal motion penalty put the Eagles
the Eagle 17-yard line and two run- the right side line the 165-pound on their own 38 with a third and 20.
ning plays brought up a 3rd down · junior tucked the ball away and A draw to Fisk gained only five
. and one ~t ,the eight ya.rd line. SOC sprioted1 16 yards to the Rai~fr 25 yards and Sartz was in to punt with
3:50 left in the game and the Eagles
quarterback Marty Zottola dropped for a first down.
back for a pass but excellent Eagle
That was enough spark to ignite ahead by one point.
At this point everyone knew all
coverage forced him out of the the offensive line as they blew SOC
pocket and into the arms of away leaving holes for freshman the Eagles needed was a good punt,
THE INTERNATIONAt AMPHITHEATERS plywood floors are carefully Eastern's Don Curtis to bring up a
checked by member of Eastern's gymnastic team and ·o·rchesis. The floor fourth and seven.
Enright then, kicked his first 31 ·
was too wet and slippery for the two groups to perform Sunday afternoon
yard
field goal with 5:11 left in the
forcing them to cancel their 5 p.m. performance. From left are: Edie Bucklin.
Orchesis advisor and dancer; Linda Chulos and Tris Ellis, gymnasts; am quarter and the Raiders led 3-0.
On the Eagles next series
women's gymnastics' coach Maxine Davis. (PHOTO: Jim Elliott)
Brandsma fumbled with a third and
five on his own 29. SOC moved the
ball to the 18-yard line where on second and ten Curtis and Orcutt
stopped Raider halfback Randy
Samuelson and then the two were
joined by Al Stallworth and Jeff
By Jim Elliott
Brumley in stopping the third down
Sports Editor
EVERGREEN CONFERENCE
try forcing another field goal by
The Eagles are back on the
League
All Enright from 21-yards out. This
Oregon trail this Saturday as they
WL T
WL T ended the first quarter scoring with HEAD COACH JOHN MASSENGALE and quarterback Karst Brandsma dis·
cuss the fourth and one situation during fourth quarter action against
travel to La Grande, Oregon and Eastern Ore.
310
520 SOC on top 6-0.
Southern Oregon last week. The Eagles did not make the first down but did
play the Evergreen Conference Central Wash.
211
321
Both teams exchanged offensive hold up the 10-9 score. (PHOTO: Jim Elliott)
leader Eastern Oregon College.
211
321 series until the Raiders fumbled and
Oregon Coll.
What looked like a dismal Eastern Wash.
220
240 the Eagles started their last series Fisk and he picked up a first down a defensive stop of the Raiders next
gain of 14 yards and then an 11 series, and then an Eagle first down
season only two weeks ago with the Oregon Tech.
112
222 of the half.
yard touchdown run. Sartz's conver- for the victory. All that seimed
Eagles winless in four starts has Southern Ore..
120
330
Bassett
Catches
sion
was good and the Eagles led suddenly mullified as the snap from
now turned into a bright and op- Western Wash. 040
051
With the clock showing less than 10-6 with 9:20 left in the third center rose over Sartz's head and
timistic one.
rolled deeper into Eagle territory
minute Brandsma moved the period.
a
Follow'ing a decisive victory ·over
with.
Raiders and Sartz in hot purEagles down field with Wheat • The Raiders took the ensuing
Western, 64-0, and the win over
picking up gains on the ground. kickoff and started a drive from suit.
Southern Oregon last week, 10-9,
Sartz fielded the ball on his own
Brandsma threw an incomplete their own territory. Behind the yar· the Eagles find themselves in posi30
turned and in a crowd of red and
pass and then, with 27 seconds left, dage gains of Dan Barnhouse's
tion to take the EVCO title. What
hit Tom Bassett down to the Raider counter runs SOC ended up at the white shirted Raiders got the punt
ever happens is up to the Eagles
35-yard line.
Eagle 13-yard line. The Eagle off and down to Raider 21-yard line.
since the two r ,aining conference
With
the
first
and
ten
Bassett
defense
stiffened though and the
Richter Intercepts
games are against the top two
made another fine catch at the 25 Raiders had to settle for an Enright
teams in the standings, EOC and
The Parent's Day Homecoming
and the clock showed 12 seconds 31-yard field goal and now trailed crowd now knew that the next 3
Central.
left. Brandsma scrambled around 10-9 with 3:50 left in the third minutes and 20 seconds of football
EVCO Leaders
right end for an 11-yard gain and quarter.
The Mounties of EOC are the
were going to be the whole game.
stopped the clock with 1 second
Eagles Stopped Twice
EVCO offense and defense leaders
The Raiders went to Samuelson
left.
Eastern's offense sustained long for two, a screen pass for four, and
gaining over 300 yards a game total
Sartz came out and calmly put a drives through the third quarter and a sideline pass for a first down at
offense behind a balanced attack.
38-yard
field goal through the up- into the fourth quarter as they their own 39-yard line. A clipping
But that attack will suffer because
rights to end the half with the moved down to the SOC 16-yard penalty on the pass put them back
their starting quarterback Marc
Eagles
trailing 6-3.
line. With 11:31 left in the game to the 24 yard line and the clock
Mauze has been declared ineligible
See Sartz Run
Sartz attempted a 26-yard field was now at 2:41.
by the EVOC. Mauze was the top
goal
that was blocked and the
passer in the conference with a
A first down pass was good for
Both teams traded their first Raiders took over at their own 26· nine, and the next two passes were
138-yard average and has been tied
offensive series of the second half yard line ..
in scoring.
incomplete and with a fourth down
With second down and 17 yards and 16 to go Zottola dropped back
The EOC defense has been HALFBACK JIM FISK: 34~ sweeps and then with 12:09 left in the third
toughest on the passing game right end for seven of his 111 yards quarter the Eagles started a drive. to go Zottola passed and Richter in· for the pass and threw into the
From their own 34-yard line Fisk tercepted at the SOC 48. The arms of Richter at the Eagles 40allowing less than 90 yards gained during action against Southern
picked
up five, Jan Sneva hauled in offense took over and Brandsma yard line with the clock showing
through the air per game.
Oregon. The freshman back was
a
pass
for four yards, Fisk broke went to the air on a first down pass 2:16 left and running.
But the new Eagles are no longer selected EVCO Offensive Player of
to be considered lightly. The the week for his running and for through a hole on the left side for to Bassett good for 38 yards and an
Wheat picked up six yards on the
defense has toughened and molded scoring the only touchdown in the 12 v~rc1~ ::rnci the Ea2les were at the Eastern first down at the SOC 10. first carry and then the Eagles were
Wheat picKed up three, Fisk four penalized for delay of game
into a hard hitting core these past Eagles 10-9 victory. (PHOTO: Jim fifty with a first and ten.
Wheat
gained
two,
Brandsma
and
Brandsma one to bring up a bringing up a second down and nine.
weeks and have a goal line pride Elliott)
that has.not let an opponent cross
Brandsma lost three and Fisk was
in the last two games.
stopped for no gai'n and Barry Sartz
The secondary leads the conwas faced with a fourth and twelve
ference in interceptions with Mike
and 30 seconds left. His punt
Richter having picked off seven for
carried to the Eagles 40-yard line
the lead in the individual stats.
and the Raiders had a first down
Films from last week's game
and 19 seconds to move into field
showed some poor tackling but
goal range.
when it counted the Eagles' No·
The first pass from Zottola was
Nonsense Defense held.
complete to Hughes who swept up
the right sideline to the Eagles 35
Poised to Come Back
with 10 seconds left. When the
The offense had its day the past
Raiders threw their next pass intwo weeks but the key is that they
complete
Enright came on the field
have now matured to where they
with four seconds left and 53 yards
can spot a team like Southern
away
from a field goal. The soccerOregon 6 points and come back.
style
kicker put it into the air as
Past performances had the young
3200 people held thei r breath but it
Eagles playing hurry up catch-up
: , .~'!)i
;., ., Q
was not long enough and Richter
ball with three and sometimes four
quarters left to play but now the JUBILATION is the order of the day for these four Eagle linemen following Eastern's upset victory over Southern fielded it in 'the end zone as a happy
Movin' Eleven knows all they have Oregon in the last Saturday's Homecoming football game. From left, Phil Pettit, Bob Altshuler, Doug Orcutt, and Al Eagle bench emptied for the game
ending celebration.
Stallworth. (PHOTO: Jim Elliott)
to do is take it in stride.
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In The Moog
reasons for this, such as a recording
star requiring a group of musicians
for a back-up violin section.
Instead of bringing in 15 or 50
violin players, one synthesizer
operator could "very clearly "
duplicate the sound of a string section. Werr said groups such as Pink
Floyd and Edgar Winter utilize this
method in some of their music.

by Jeff Lorello
Associate Editor
Question: What is the common
factor in the soundtrack of a "Star
Trek'' episode, transitions between
musical sections in Edgar Winter's
"Frankenstein", and the " bleep,
bleep, bleep" you hear before a
newscast on the radio?
Answer: They all come from a
synthesizer.
Martin Werr, a Graduate Fellow
in the Music Department, explained
a synthesizer produces certain
sounds, then alters them for the
desired effect.
Werr, who teaches two classes in
Electronic Music, said synthesizers
~an p'.oduce any sound imaginable,
including conventional sounds.

.

'.- ~

~--\ 1,)t)~)
'

No Intimacy
While Werr agreed using the synthesizer in music was all fine and
good, he said, " You don't have the
intimacy you do with an instrument." He said a synthesizer
should really be employed for
making sounds nothing else can
make.
A synthesizer was not meant to
duplicate musical instruments, but
rather to come up with new sounds
of its own, Werr elaborated. In other
·words it "expands" on the concept
of music.

Talking Computers
Werr , co·m menting on the
research being done with synthesizers, sa id experts are on the
verge of a "fantastic breakthrough"
in producing human speech synthetically. He added, " It won't be
long before we have talking computers."·
Werr gave a verbal example of
how his own synthesizer has
produced human speech , and while
there is a distinct monotone present, the sound is strikingly human.

Pioneer

.

~

Werr claims 'he wants to be a
"pioneer" in the'. field , and has done MARTIN WERR demonstrates how red wedges pop striped spheres on the synthesizer. (PHOTO: Eike Chung)
some work in composing music on
the synthesizer. One particular
piece, shown at a concert last
spring, is a two-minute, animated
film that evolved out of a soundNew Style
track.
An amendment to change the
The Academic Senate met Mon- senate, arid Philip Marshall, vice
He made the soundtrack first,
Werr noted synthesi zers are and on the advice of an instructor day afternoon to elect new council president of academic affairs, were Senate representation on the councreating a "whole new style of produced the two-minute short from members and ratify an amendment also appointed.
cils was ratified . Under the amendmusic." He said synthesizers can be the sounds of the synthesized to the Senate rules.
This committee will deal with the ment the council will elect the chairused to duplicate other instruments, music.
Elected to serve on the Senate "effectivity of teachers." They will man and vice-chairman. The vicethus taking old music and putting it
The film concerns striped, yellow Rules Committee were Lula Hepton, examine procedures in promotion, chairman will serve as an observer
in a new style, such as "Switched on and green spheres floating above Education; Charles Miller, Education tenure, and other concerns of per- for the council at the Academic
Bach."
Senate meetings.
the landscape which are attacked and Adam Raley, Humanities and sonnel in various departments.
"Switched on Bach" is an exam- by red wedges. They pop them all. Philosophy. These people will serve
ple most people can identify with ,"
Werr noted, "The soundtrack is one year terms.
Werr explained, "but as for the not something you go away humJames Flynn,
Applied
We Know You're Good Looking
more abstract sounds produced by ming," but it does emphasize the Psychology, will serve until 1980 on
the synthesizer, it will be a while unlimited possibilities in using a the Business Affairs Council.
But Are You Good Licking?
before people accept it. "
Helen Westrum, Home
synthesizer.
" What the synthesizer has
Economics, will serve on the Faculty
A New Dimension in Higher Education Flavored ·Scented 4
Oscillators, Filters, and Ring
done," Werr said, " is break away
Affairs Council for three years.
oz. Body Spray. LOVIN' LIME, BANANA BINGO & HARLEM
from the old idea of 12 notes to an
Modulators
Henry Kass, Political Science, will
CHOCOLATE
octave, instead you now have a
Research with regard to syn- fill an unexpired term on the
sound spectrum giving the lowest
Graduate Affairs Council until
S4.50 Plus .50 postage & handling
possible to the highest possible thesizers started in 1964 when 1976.
Robert Moog put together all the
sounds."
GEORGE- STUART-DAVID ENTERPRISES, LTD
The Senate Committee ap electronic devices in the "classical
225 West 34th St. New York, NY 10001
20 Years
Electronic Studio" into one compo- pointed five people to serve on the
Suite 1809
Select Committee to Evaluate Pernent.
Werr predicts, "In 20 years most
These devices such oscillators, sonnel Procedures. Bill Hoekendorf,
of the music you hear will be syn- filters, and ring modulators are con- Bill Shreeve, Pat Hahan, Liz Cook
thesized." To clarify, he said the nected to a "patchboard" which and Dick Arnold are new committee
music will be conventional but gives the desired effect by putting members. Two ex-officio members,
played through a synthesizer.
Mike Green, vice chairman of the
pegs in it. ,...
Werr said there are practical

Academic Senate Picks Council
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